
Index

administrative action 407
courts with jurisdiction to review 410
limitation of common law in controlling

412
review of, Constitution and 409,

410
validity of, common law and 409

Administrative Appeals Tribunal 408,
410, 413

Africa, conditions in 17
Aged Parent (Residence) (Class BP) visa

82
aid, development 20–21
aliens 28, 41, 48

rights of, presumption against 29–30
asylum seekers see refugees

Bakhtiyari case 443–445
Bangalore Principles 452
bill of rights

ACT 446
Australia 446
international examples 446

border control see migration control

business and investment and skill-based

visas 125
business visa classes and sub-classes

93–94
calculation of assets and 113
common criteria and definitions for

98–114
criteria specific to particular sub-classes

114
direct and continuous involvement in

business, definition of 102
main business, definition of 98
overview of 92–93
ownership interest, definition of

113–114
skills-based visas 114–125
sponsorship and 94
spouses and 94–98
temporary visa granted first 92

Business Skills – Business Talent (Migrant)

(Class EA) visa 93
Business Skills – Established Business

(Residence) (Class BH) visa 93
Business Skills (Provisional) (Class UR)

visa 93
Business Skills (Residence) (Class DF) visa

94

cancellation of visas 387
any circumstances which permitted the

grant of the visa no longer exist,
meaning of 394–395

burden of proof and notification procedure
388

character reasons and 401–406
factors relevant to cancellation discretion

392–393
genuine student, meaning of 396–400
good order of the Australian community,

meaning of 395–396
overview of cancellation grounds

387–392
power to review cancellation 388, 400

Child (Migrant) (Class AH) visa 74
Child (Residence) (Class BT) visa 74
children in detention see immigration

detention, minors

citizenship, Australian

acquisition of 53–54
cases where at issue 48–53
cessation of 55
Commonwealth power to legislate in

relation to 41
definition of 41
meaning of 41
resumption of 54–55

Commission on Human Rights 441
common visa requirements 195

character criteria 206
exclusion periods and re-entry bans and

206–212
health criteria 195–206

495
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496 INDEX

common visa requirements (cont.)
no further stay criterion 212
no work condition 212
overview of 195
public interest criteria 195
visa conditions 212

Contributory Aged Parent (Residence)

(Class DG) visa 82
Contributory Aged Parent (Temporary)

(Class UU) visa 82
Contributory Parent (Migrant) (Class CA)

visa 82
Contributory Parent (Temporary) (Class

UT) visa 82–84
control of judicial review 411–430

pre-1992 era 411, 412–414
privative clause era 411
restricted Part 8 decade 411, 414
see also jurisdictional error, privative

clause

Convention grounds

overview of 264–267
particular social group as 271–292
political opinion 292–294
race and nationality as 268–270
religion as 270–271

crime, particularly serious

definition 379
crime, serious non-political 368–375

definition 370
motivation for 371

Cultural/Social (Temporary) (Class TE)

visa 145–147, 164

Designated Parent (Migrant) (Class BY)

visa 83
Designated Parent (Residence) (Class BZ)

visa 83
discrimination

by race 15
meaning of 15
migration control and 3, 14
permissible, universal reason for

21
prevention of 14–15
refugees and

displaced persons 2, 22
Domestic Worker (Temporary) (Class TG)

visa 145

Electronic Travel Authority (Class UD) visa

126
Established Business in Australia

(sub-class 845) visa 93

family and interdependency visas 56–91
adoption, definition of 78
adoption (sub-classes 102 and 802)

78–82
aged dependent relatives (sub-classes 114

and 838) 84
carer (sub-classes 116 (off-shore and 836

(on-shore)) 85
child exception and 73
child (sub-classes 101 and 802)
children, visas for 74–76
death as exception to relationship

requirement and 64–65
death of sponsor and 72–73
dependent child, definition of 76–77
domestic violence as exception to

relationship requirement and 65–72
limits on sponsorship and 60–61
orphan relative (sub-classes 117 and 837)

78–82
overview of 56–57
parents and 82–84
remaining relatives (sub-classes 115 and

835) 84–85
sponsorship, assurances of support and

bonds and 58
spouse and interdependency visas 58–73
spouse relationship, definition of 62–64
temporary visa granted first 59–60

Federal Court

administrative review and 410, 412
jurisdiction in relation to migration

matters 414, 417
First World, obesity in 17–19
food distribution, worldwide 19–20
forced state confinement 3
foreigners see aliens

free immigration, right of 3
freedom of movement, right to 13–14,

30–31

Global Commission on International

Migration 441

High Court

jurisdiction to review tribunals 410
operation and legality of mandatory

detention and 464
power to remit a matter to Federal Court

413
roles of judicial review and merit review,

Federal Court and 415
special leave to appeal Federal Court

decisions 410
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INDEX 497

human rights 439–493
Constitution and 455–456
immigration and refugee law in context of

439–440
incorporation of international standards

into domestic decisions 452–455
incorporation of international standards

into domestic law 449–450
international protection of 440–442
international protection of and Australia

442–445
legislation, Australia 457
migrant workers and 441
national protection of 446–456
national security and 463–464
norms, operation of 439
role of in legal change 456–460
UN bodies 441–442

Human Rights and Equal Opportunity

Commission 457
inquiries into administration of migration

legislation 458
Human Rights Manual 439, 445

immigration detainees 456
immigration detention 165

mandatory see mandatory detention

minors and 456, 459–460
Immigration Detention Centre Guidelines

458
Immigration Ombudsman 456
Interdependency (Provisional) (310) visa

57
International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights

breach of by Australia 442

judicial review 407–438
basis for 409, 410
control of see control of judicial review

description of 408
exemptions to 412
nature of 408–409

jurisdictional error 422
decisions involving 424, 429
nature of 418
see also privative clause

justice, interests of 13–14

mandatory detention 464–492
arguments against 492
arguments in favour of 490–492
operation and legality of, High Court and

464

Medical Practitioner (Temporary) (Class

UE) visa 145
migrant workers 441
migration control

abandonment of 2, 3, 14
advent of 10–13
discrimination and 3, 14
history, sovereignty and 4–10
national security and 4, 23
quality of life and, diminution of 26
right to property and 23–26
see also migration policy

migration law, Australia

citizens and 41–55
Federation and the Constitution 34–40
pre-Federation 31–33
sovereignty and 28–31

migration legislation

objective of 2
policy framework 1–2

migration patterns

impact of human rights on 460–463
theoretical models of 20

migration policy

alternative control model 4
‘anti-migration’ stage 12
arguments in favour of strict 4, 21–26
inquiries into 458
less restrictive, argument in favour of

2–4, 13–27
liberalisation, advantages of 4
need for wide-ranging debate on 493
open border 4, 10, 13
reform proposals for 27
status quo, arguments in favor of 4
see also migration control

Migration Review Tribunal 387, 388, 400,
408, 410

migration zone, excision of islands from

491
miscellaneous visas 194

absorbed person 173–185
bridging 165–173
tourist long stay visa, compatibility with

studies 185–191
visitors 185–194

MV Tampa 491

national security

human rights and 463–464
natural justice, denial of 413, 417, 418,

419, 424
non-citizens 173

eligible 165
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498 INDEX

non-citizens (cont.)
lawful 41, 165
non-alien 51
obligation to protect 381
unlawful 41, 387, 464, 490, 492

Pacific Solution 491
Palmer Report 458
PAM 62, 73, 84, 114, 196
Parent (Migrant) (Class AX) visa 82
Partner (Migrant) (Class BC) visa 58
Partner (Provisional) (Class UF) visa 59
Partner (Residence) (ClassBS) visa 59
Partner (Temporary) (Class UK) visa

59
Penfold Review 429
persecution 295–323

laws of general application and 298–304
motivation for 297
non-state agents, failure of state protection

304–312
overview of 295–297
relocation and 341
systemic conduct and 297
well-founded fear of 324–342

privative clause

administrative decision defects and 421
decision, definition of 421
decisions made in bona fide exercise of

power and 422
finality of 421
origins of 421
legislative enactment 420
limitation or restraint on powers of

tribunal 421
strengthening of 429
see also control of judicial review,

jurisdictional error

procedural fairness, common law

requirement to 419
Procedures Advice Manual see PAM

proportionality principle 492
Prospective Marriage (Temporary) (Class

TO) visa 59
Prospective Marriage (300) visa 57, 59
protection visas 381, 439, 457

common law protection when applying for
446–449

temporary 344

refugees

acts contrary to purposes and principles of
the UN 376–378

crimes against peace, war crimes and
crimes against humanity and
366–368

de facto nationality of another country and
365

definition of 224, 264, 295
effective protection of, common law

doctrine of 381
effective protection of, statutory provisions

381
exclusion, cessation, exceptions and

protections by another country and
343

expulsion of 378–380
four elements within definition of 249
limits on protection of 343
protection not key element and

249–263
third country protection and 381
see also Refugee Convention

Refugee Convention 263
grounds under see Convention grounds

history of in Australian law 249
scope of 264
see also refugees

Refugee Review Tribunal 388, 408, 410,
414

relevant difference, notion of 21, 22

same-sex couples 58
separation of powers 407
Short Stay Sponsored (Visitor) (Class UL)

visa 145
Skilled – Australian Sponsored (138) visa

57
Skilled – Designated Area – Sponsored

(139) visa 57
sovereign states

continuation of 9–10
definition of 5–7
duties of 29
emergence of 4–5
erosion of concept of sovereignty and

8–9
globalisation and 9
history of migration controls and 4–10
human rights above 9
jurisdictional sovereignty and 7–8, 439
officials of, immunity to prosecution

8
open borders and 4, 10, 13
popular sovereignty and 9
right to control immigration 3,

409
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INDEX 499

Spouse (Provisional) 309 visa 57
State/Territory Sponsored Regional

Established Business in Australia visa

93

Temporary Business entry (Class UC) visa

127–130
temporary visas 59–60, 92,

126–164
automatic student cancellation power,

scope of 158–164
commitment to training and evaluation of

assets, definition of 140–144
creation or maintenance of employment,

definition of 136–138
discretion to issue visa 131–136
other types of 145
overview of 126
satisfactory record of training in business

operations, definition of 138–140
student visas 147–164,

396–400
sub-class 457 visa 131–136
substantial compliance with visa,

definition of 148–158
working holiday and electronic travel

authority and 126

Third Committee of the United Nations

General Assembly 441

United Nations Human Rights Committee

441, 442

visas

business and investment and skill-based
see business and investment and

skill-based visas

cancellation of see cancellation of visas

common requirements of see common visa

requirements

family and interdependency see family

and interdependency visas

miscellaneous see miscellaneous visas

protection see protection visas

temporary see temporary visas

temporary protection 344

Working Holiday (Temporary) (Class TZ)

visa 126
writs

of prohibition 421
prerogative 409, 412, 431
under s 75(v) of the Constitution 410,

417, 430–438
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